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DESCRIPTION | READ EXCERPTS | TAO MEDIA OF CRAFT DOWNLOADS | FU TALISMANS AMENDMENTS TO TEXT The following images are provided under a creative commons license by the author. This means, yes, feel free to copy, distribute, or publicly display any of these works and make derivative works based on the image files. Any simple and
well-intentioned assignment or credit will suffice. In return, I also ask you to help me promote Tao of Craft by sharing these image files, their derivative works based on these image files, or your personal photographs from The Tao of Craft book on social media, such as your blog, vlog, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter or Pinterest, etc. and include the hashtags
#TheTaoofCraft and #benebellwen or Tags Tao of Craft and Benebell Wen. Fu Sigils Featured in Tao of Craft The following are selected (not all) fu sigils from Tao of Craft that are provided in high resolution for your personal uses. Explanatory text about each Fu are in the book. When creating your Fu sigils, use any of these downloads only as an initial
reference point. Ultimately, the most effective sigil craft has to be customized in a tuned way with the practitioner and customized for the specific beneficiary of sigil. Click on the banner to access the album. Sigil design references The following zip file downloads will not be very useful by themselves. All explanatory materials for downloads are in the
appendices of Tao of Craft. Appendix A provided references and samples for home designs and the general correspondence of each project. I had intended that the sample references in the appendix were large enough for a reader to crawl out of the book for use, but as you may have noticed, this did not happen, so much larger, easier to track image files are
provided here as a supplemental download. You will find them in Appendix One Supplements. Click on the banner to download the zip file. Appendix B was a reference guide for non-Chinese practitioners who wish to incorporate Chinese characters into glyph designs for their sigils. For the uninitiated, some of the Chinese characters can be difficult to write at
first, so tracing is recommended to help you establish the form. Again, in case the ideograms in the book are too small for practical reference, large image files are provided as a supplemental download, Appendix B Supplements, which contains image files for all Chinese characters referenced in Appendix B. Use in conjunction with the book's explanatory text.
Click on the banner to download the zip file. Appendix I covers nine exercises for the novice practitioner who instructs step by step on the elaboration of a basic portfolio of Fu talismans to have his personal magical arsenal. You may even want to write entries in your own Book of Methods (or Book of Shadows, grimoire equivalent) to memorialize your Sigils.
Download the Appendix I Zip Supplements file for higher resolution image files from the figures and tables in Appendix I. These image files can then be embedded in your own magic records. Click on the banner to download the zip file. Model for the Perennial Fu of 99 Glyphs Figure I.32 JPG Download Exercise 9 in Appendix I instructs on how to release your
own Perennial Fu, or Fu of Ninety-Nine Glyphs. Be sure to read pages 474 - 479. Figures I.33 and I.35 in high resolution for free download are available on the album Fu Sigils Featured in Tao of Craft Flickr. The link above is the blank template, Figure I.32 as a JPG file for you to create your own Perennial Fu. The Four Directional Diasaries: Grand Duke
(East); Zhurong (South); Queen Mother (West); Bei Di (North). Read more about them in Appendix B and see the index. Pantheon of Deities There are a number of uses for images and similarity of certain deities when working with Taoist crafts, as noted in the book. If you keep your own Book of Methods (also known as grimoire, Book of Shadows...) or
another form of magical record, you may be interested in incorporating illustrations of certain diastous into your book. High-resolution image files from Tao of Craft divinity renderings are provided here for free download, but please use them only in reverence. I ask that when using or modifying these images, notice the same reverence you would give to sacred
relics of your own faith or religious path. Click on the banner to access the album. Chinese Oracle Script I am a proponent of incorporating the Chinese oracle bone script or my own derivatives of the oracle bone script into sigil crafts. The following downloads are the digital files for an oracle deck, but I also use these scripts when I obsily offs sigils. The zip file
is for the JPG files of cards that you would use to load and print your own copy of the deck, along with a companion guide that explains the etymology of each Chinese character. However, if you have basic graphic design skills, you can cut and use oracle bone scripts on the cards. Click on the banner to download the zip file. Matching tables Some of the
matching and reference tables presented in the book can be printed very small for practical uses. So here I am providing high resolution image files of these selected matching tables found in Tao of Craft, which you can incorporate into any personal use at your will. Alone, these tables can be confusing. It is assumed that you have a copy of Tao of Craft and
are using these image files in conjunction with your study of the text. Click on the banner to access the album. Supplemental Resources Following, Supplemental Resources Based on content and instruction in Tao of Craft. Click to download the high-resolution image file. Ba Gua Crystal Grid. The crystal up above it is based on Later Heaven Ba Gua and lo
shu magic square. The inner circle, starting at the 12 o'clock clock position, are the trigrams for: Fire, Earth, Lake, Sky, Water, Mountain, Thunder and Wind. The outer circle, starting at the 12 o'clock clock position, are oracle bone scripts for the Wu Xing: Fire, Earth, Metal, Metal, Water, Earth, Wood, Wood. The central circle is the oracle bone script for divinity,
divinity, and/or supernatural spirit (い, Shén). Gemstone matches. The link below takes you to a glossary reference book of gems. If you scroll to the end (or use the navigation pane in MS Word), you'll find a table for my gemstone matches for Wu Xing. Click to download the high-resolution image file. Sigil Design para Fu Talisman for Business and
Commercial Success. The sigil design above is explained in the fu Talisman for Business and Commercial Success pdf download from fu talisman instructables (Fu Talismans). Click to download the high-resolution image file. Sigil Design para Fu Talisman for Safe Journeys. The sigil design above is explained in the fu Talisman for Safe Journeys pdf
download from the Fu Talisman Instructables (Fu Talismans) page. DESCRIPTION | READ EXCERPTS | TAO MEDIA OF CRAFT DOWNLOADS | FU TALISMANS CHANGES TO TEXT 9781623170660 English 1623170664 Benebell Wen offers the first book in English to explore the rich history and ancient practice of manufacturing Fu talismans, or magical
sigils, in chinese Taoist tradition. To introduce the craft to Western practitioners, it provides historical and cultural context, from the Neolithic period of Chinese history to the contemporary practices of esoteric Taoism, and deconstructs Taoist enchantment, from the theoretical and metaphysical principles that govern handicrafts to the anatomy of a traditional
talisman fu. Tao of Craft demonstrates how metaphysical energy can be harnessed to amplify, strengthen, weaken, dissipate, or block other metaphysical energies and correct material imbalances. In the process, it serves as a step-by-step instructionmanual on creating fu talismans that can be used for things like finding love, making more money or relieving
emotional tensions at home. Backed by an abundance of detailed graphics and images, this book provides readers with the knowledge and confidence to create their own Fu talismans for personal empowerment., Benebell Wen offers the first English-language book to explore the rich history and ancient practice of creating Fu talismans, or magical sigils, in
Chinese Taoist tradition. To introduce the craft to Western practitioners, it provides historical and cultural context, from the Neolithic period of Chinese history to the contemporary practices of esoteric Taoism, and the Taoist enchantment, from the theoretical theorist metaphysical principles governing the craft to the anatomy of a traditional talisman fu. Tao of
Craft demonstrates how metaphysical energy can be harnessed to amplify, strengthen, weaken, dissipate, or block other metaphysical energies and correct material imbalances. In the process, it serves as a step-by-step instructionmanual on creating fu talismans that can be used for things like finding love, making more money or relieving emotional tensions
at home. Backed by an abundance of detailed graphics and images, this book provides readers with the knowledge and confidence to create their own Fu talismans for personal empowerment., For the first time in English, Benebell Wen reveals the rich history and theoretical principles underlying the ancient practice of manufacturing Fu talismans, or magical
sigils, in chinese Taoist tradition and gives detailed instructions to modern practitioners who would like to make their own Fu. Fu talismans are ideograms and writings typically rendered on paper and empowered through invocations, rituals, and energy transfers, or Qi. Talismans can be used for many purposes, such as strengthening or weakening personality
characteristics, finding love, earning more money, or relieving emotional tensions at home. Tao of Craft shows how metaphysical energy can be harnessed to amplify, strengthen, weaken, dissipate, or block other metaphysical energies and correct perceived material imbalances. Backed by an abundance of detailed graphics and images, this book serves as a
step-by-step manual that gives readers the knowledge and confidence to create their own fu talismans for personal empowerment. Wen, author of Holistic Tarot, dives into the historical and cultural contexts of fu, from the Neolithic period of Chinese history to the contemporary practices of esoteric Taoism. Providing a solid foundation in the principles of Oriental
craftsmanship, it highlights the mix of Taoist metaphysical practices with Western approaches to magic, pointing out eclectic facets, integrating and harmonizing other cultures and religions. Historically, fu talismans were used by medieval Chinese to relieve diseases; avoiding misfortunes, magical attacks and curses; defending against aggression; and
avoiding poverty. This book shows Western practitioners that the ability and knowledge to develop an interactive relationship with spiritual realms is still available to them today, and serves as a practical manual to accumulate Qi energy from sources in the environment and channel it in a concentrated way in their own Fu talismans. The goal of the Princeton
Legacy Library is to greatly increase access to the rich academic heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its in 1905. A moving account of the dispossessed children of and the transformative power that music had in giving them meaning and reason for hope. -Reza Aslan is an unlikely story. His unique method of
knowing their individual personalities, which makes each of them angry, happy, upset or angry - just as a mother understands a child - has caused them to accept him as one of them in his fold.F. Gary Stiles is Profess or Biology and Curator of Birds, Museum of Zoology at the University of Costa Rica.In Derek Walcott's new play. , The Starry Starry Night , two
world-renowned artists come to life while fighting both with great themes friendship, loyalty, fame and with more mundane concerns, primary money between them. It's a vivid portrait of life amid military checkpoints and occupation, a growing movement of nonviolent resistance, the prospects of musical collaboration through the Israeli-Palestinian divide, and the
potential of music to help children everywhere see new possibilities for their lives., is an unlikely story. Unlike the chemically dependent grains that American farmers had been instructed to grow, lentils make their own fertilizer and tolerate varying weather conditions, so that their farmers are not required to industrial methods. In this collection, the same subject
is viewed from various angles and therefore gives a rich context for a later exploration. The book also addresses a spectrum of social issues, ranging from gender inequality to the impact of Christianity and Islam on Yorùbá's musical practice. Including reflective observations of art and science celebrities such as Jon Scieszka, Mayim Bialik and Steve
Hockensmith, the classes feature bonus activities, fun facts and teaching points for instructors at all levels. Level.
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